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LA SALLE COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Volume 6-No. 10

New Fraternity
Receives · Honor
Men at Dinner
Initiation of Honor Students
Precedes ·Dinner at Chateau;
. Doctor Holroyd Officiates in
Opening Exercises.
ADDRESSED

BY

Collegian
JUNIOR CHAIRMAN

CORRECTION

March 6, 1936
CONGRATULATIONS

The "Collegian" wishes to extend
its congratulations to Mr. Thomas
McTear and Mr. Thomas Loftus on
their admittance to medica l school.
Mr. · McTear, former News Editor
of the "Coll egia n, " has been ad•

We wish to correct a mistake that
appeared in the last issue of the
uCollegian."
Mr: John Devine was
elected to the office of Secretary of
the Freshman Class, and not Mr.
William Kelly, as was previously
reported.

mitted to Temple • Medical School,
while Mr.
studies at
sylvania.

Loftus will continue his
the UniverSity of Penn•

Important Additions
Made to Library by
Hon. Burwood Daly

,.>,·· ,..·. ·

Debate Society
Downs Univ. of
Penn. at Home
Columbia, Harvard~ Princeton,
and Yale Included in Recent
Announcement of Schedule
by Brother Alfred.
SCHEDULE IS

PRESIDENT

The already large collection of
books in the College Library has been
further augmented with a donation
by Congressman J. Burwood Daly,
one of La Salle's most prominent
alumni. The contribution consists of
the entire Congressional Record of
the first session of the seventy-fourth
Congress, in · book form, bound in
fourteen volumes. This is a very
valuable addition, especially in view
of the important controversies of the
present day now: being debated in
the Senate and House of Representatives .
The last session of Congress has
passed more far reaching legislation
than any of its predecessors. The
merits and demerits of these laws
form the basis of the present bitter
·political discussion, and the presence of the e ntire proceedings in
compact form is of great importance
to everyone interested in present
political,
social,
and
economic
trends.
They should prove very useful to
all college students, particularly to
those .p ursuing' the study of history
and economics, and should be invaluable to students in the Department of Business Administration.
There is contained in it a ready
reference for data on both sides of
the present economic controversies
and an idea of the conflicting governmental philosophies may also be
obtain,:,d from this important volume.
This a ·u gmentation has further expanded the scope of works con•
tGined in tqe College Ubrary, where
;-t~e cq1!,e91iorr ',no,w numbers 10,000
volu es•·

•

ANNOUNCED

Pre-Meds Hold Joint
Meeting With Phila.
Pharmacy Students
Pictures of German
Cities to be Shown
At Society Meeting
Plans have been .completed to
make the second meeting of the
College German Club an interesting
and gala affa-ir.
Negotiations are being made with
the Karl Schurz Foundation to secure film slides for the meeting. It
is the endeavor of the director,
Brother Abdon, to get only · those
films that ,are in keeping w ith the
studies of the students in th e German courses.
Four films are under consideration:
Switzerland, which will be especially interesting to those studying Wilhelm Tell; a film showing the beauty of the old German cities; another
exhibiting the life work of · Richard
Wagner and his contributions to
culture, .and lastly, Goethe and
Frankfurt, the place of his birth.
Many magazines have been secured that de al w.i th the German
rural and town· life, and a lso several
that deal with the Olympics that are
being held in Germany this year.
It is highly probable that a permanent name for the organization will
be selected at the. next meeting to
be held on March I I.
Another item of interest to the ·
members of the club is the fact that
the German poems to b e written by
the members themselves will be
presented
'. at\!<',this meeting.
•I
,
,

Class Dinner
The celebration, which starts on·
the first day after the termination of
the Easter holidays, will feature a
dinner to be given in one of the
prominent downtown hotels. This
affair, a traditional one at La Salle,
w ill, in all likelihood, take place on
April 16. Elaborate preparations are
under way and such places as Kugler's, the Arcadia International, and
the Bellevue-Stratford and Adelphia
hotels are being considered. Deviating from the customs of other years,
the Junior class has decided on a
dinner rather than a luncheon, due
to the fact tha t th e entertaining
facilihes of all downtown pJaces are
more readily available in the evening.
Prominent Speakers
Chairman O'Hara has also promised that sometime during the
course of . the festival, one or more
prominent speakers will address the
student body on some item of particular interest to college men,
While lis ted under athletic activity, the tug-of-war deserves special
mention. This event, · one of the
most spectacular to take place here,
features the Sophomore versus the
Freshman classes in a good oldfashioned rope-pulling contest. At
the invitation of the Juniors, members of the two classes pit their
strength against each other in order
to establish their si.ipremacy. Besides
being subjected to the torrential fire
hose, the losers will, of course, bear
the brunt of ridicule that will be
(Continued on .· page 3)

Suggest Resolutions
To College Students
For Season of Lent

On Monday evening, February 24,
the Pre-Medical Society visited the
Philade_lphia College of Pharmacy
and Science for a joint seminar with
their Science Society. The meeting,
the second of its kind, is to be an
annual affair.
Both interesting and educational
Shortly before the beginning of
Lent, La Salle s tudents were given was the tour of the Pharmacy
blank pledges, containing several School at 44th Street and Woodland
suggested resolutions, re com mend- Avenue, first of the many ente rtaining desirable practices to be fol- ing features, arranged by Nathan
Curson, chairman of the program
lowed during the Lenten season.
committee.
Less educational, but
Among the pious practices, which probably more interesting to the Prewere recommended, were frequent Medical ~tuden ts, was the dinner
Holy Communion and frequent at- held at a neighboring restaurant
tendance at Mass, making visits to · following the tour of inspection.
the Most Blessed Sacrament, and After the banquet in minature the
the making of the Way of the Cross . wandering "Explorers" adjourn~d to
Students were also urged to devote the College where they were ada certain number .of hours daily to dressed by numerous speakers.
conscientious study and to refrain
Besides Thomas Callan, President
from such luxuries as smoking, of the Medical Society, representing
candy, dances, etc. Finally, there La Salle College, Oscar Corn, Herwas a space reserved for the spe- man Staples, and Thomas Scaricaccial resolution of each individual ciotoli addressed the assembly. The
s tudent. Students were advised not president and several members of
to take too many resolutions, but the Science Society of P, C. P. S.
only to take those which would best also spoke.
promote the welfare of their souls.
In addition to supplying the emThe pledges, which were filled out bryo, doctors with an interesting eveby the students, have been collected nmg s entertainment and continuing
and placed in a container before the friendly social relations established
Shrine of the Sacred Heart in the with the College of Pharmacy last
quadrangle where they will serve as year, t.he joint seminar is of great
a constant reminder to the students educational value to the visitors
qi the resolutions which they have since the pharmaceutical laboratories
are among• the finest in the country.
made.
The addresses of the Pha rma cis ts
For the special convenience of the. and the. Pre-Meds were not only very
students , a daily Mass is being cele- instructive but were · of great interbrated at 8: 151 in the College chapel. est to those in the Science courses .
,
'
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NEWS STAFF
Harry J. Liederbach, '3 8
Herman D . Staples, '38
Clarence G. Supplee, '39

Daniel J. McCauley, '38
D. A. Dougherty, '38
Maurice A. Kelley, '39

Michael Rainone, '38
C . Francis Sullivan, '38
John Guischa.rd, '3 8 .

Lawrence E .. Truitt, '39

Joseph F. Buckley, '39
John J . Kelly, '39

John Clement, '39
Theodore J. Berry, '3 9

Anthony Waltrich, '39
John Binns, '3 8

George J. Hoeflling, '3 8
Charles B. Greany, '38

Activities
Despite certain flippant remarks in
SPORTS STAFF
another column of this paper reJohn T. Stanton, '3 9
Oscar Corn, '38
Leonard J . McGee, '39
g arding the freshman news sheet,
A. B. Coltman, '39
Frank F. Bocchina
Ed ward J. McGrath, '3 8
"The Thirty-Niner," we welcome the
BUSINESS STAFF
latter to the field. Your correspondent had an opportunity to appraise
James R. Higgins, '3 9
Charles W. Kaufman, '38
John J . Doyle, '38
.Martin F. Malarkey, '38
the new bi-monthly and he finds that
th8 embryo journal, in th8 quality
Th COLLEGIAN ·
bl" h d b
kl d
e
·,s pu ,s e
i-wee y uring the school year by the students of of composition produced, is of the
L
_na aSdavlalneceC.ollege, Logan Station, Philadelphia, Pa. Subscriptions, $2.00 yearly,, payabl'e highest order. Freshmen, you have
1
begun well. See thcit the good work
continues. Your method for the continuance of this excellent activity is
outlined for you in your firS t column.
Speaking of activities, in the "Collegian" issue .;f October 25th appeared an account of the Artists'
THE SMALL COLLEGE
Club. We will not say that this
HEN individuals appeal to the nation for increased sup- laudable outlet for arti st ic ability
port of the six hundred-odd small liberal colleges in the ~asd becorr;,e d~lorg~nized k or has
country, characterizing them as the seed beds of leadership and ie - out. lossi Y Mt e ·wor is progressing si ently.
aybe Mr. Kar"among the principal sources of high character and noble ideals das can enlighten us.
without any purely economic system would collapse," they co:ifn~~ 1fo t~a~nW!stL~~;~~~~u~~s~
voice opinion in which leading, impartial educators strongly of their first meetings. Keep up the
concur.
good work, gentlemen.
John A . Bender, '39

W

Though various at.tempts have been
made from time to
time to ascribe the
work of "The. Imitation of Christ" to
other hands than that
·
o f Th omas a Kemp1s,
all scholars are now
satisfied that he is
the author of the
world's greatest Christian classic.
Bro. Felician
Thomas a Kempis
was born in Kempen,
a little town in the
diocese of Cologne, around 1379 or
1380. It was the custom of the time
to name a man after the town from
whi"ch he came, hence, a Kempis.
The period in which he lived was
one of strong contrasts, and all
were very significant. On the one
hand, we find atheism avowed and
shameless, on the other hand, an
intensity of belief that reached the
heights of saintliness and spiritual
rapture.
From the accession of Pope Urban VI in 1378, to that of Pope Martin in 1417, the Church passed
through many sad vicissitudes, In
1415 John Huss was burned in Bohernia, and in 1431 the execution of
Joan of Arc took place In France.

The small liberal art colleges have usually had to travel a Class Rings
road of thorns and obstacles. Their endowments at best have Well, th e ring situation is appar•t l f d ently settled and· we have reason
b een meager. Th ey possess on1Y one- four th O f th e capi a un s to believe that the Coll_ege will have
.
d
11
h"
h
d
·
1
·
t·t
·
1
d
· an emblem that will not suffer by In 1453 Greek scholars landed in
1g er e ucationa ins 1 utions, arge an sma11 , 1n
b ehm a
Italy where they found a ready and
the United States, and they include in their cloisters one-half comparison with similar tokens in welcome asylum. About this time,
ti
0th8
of the students. While large universities have been spending
r inS tutio.ns.
1450, the art of printing was on its
t
tl b
t"f ·
d
1 ·
th · Our Alumni
way, and books sprung up a hun·
eir
h uge sums m ex ravagan Y eau 1 ymg an en argmg
physical aspects, the small colleges have carried on with scant Hotel
Recently
in
the
Bellevue-Stratford
dred
An extraordinary
was he-Jd the annual reunion asm _fold.
for antiquity
had set enthusiin with
funds that o ften do not even SUiff ice to pay t h eir facu1ties for dinner of the class of 1920 _ Brother boundless freedom of opinion, tosalaries. The present period of economic depression has further Felician, the head of the English gether with a laxity of morals which
multiplied the difficulties which in general beset these smaller Department, was one of the hon- has since given scandal to believers
·
t
d
· · I
k
and unbelievers alike.
institutions.
ore d gues 5 an prmcipa spea ers.
Brother
was
associated
with
the
Even the Church was somewhat
h
11 l"b 1
11
·
·
Distinct1y Amencan m nature, t e sma 1 era arts co ege class of 1920 during three years at affected, , for we find Pope Nicholas
truly plays ·a most important role in the American educational the old school at Broad and Stiles
.d h
h f
t
d . . .
..J Sts.
It was fitting therefore that he
_ , SJ{Stem.: _. A:m1 t e _gro"."~ o sta e-sll.pporte institutions ariw. sho,uJd have one of the honored ~ {l;ti0hlv, •er):doy,reci,'univeJSlhes; the smalle~ colle.ge ha,s helcl OJ;l :Pi _laces at the festiYe . odrd:
is ·• .
T
• r.
-, •
'f.;_'flt,,_ one o'f 'the"stfubgholas of a 'tru'ly culturc:il education.
The·bt:(?O , ,9,oup, the class;'cif' -!9.Zp; 'hbs' 8 1.:.V\ :iy,s ·:
"JUSt"
· opportunities which it offers for intimacy and for increased · manifes_ted outstanding. loyal-ty for'
th
th 1
8
student-faculty fellowship have demonstrated
Itvery
i La o51 atlhle.e
.
.
. the
_ value of the
•
wou ldngbconnecllte<:1
e we
11 w_
some
small-unit education. The recent mclus1on w1thm several large younger members of the Alumni
institutions of a number of smaller divisions, such as the colleges would emulate the example 0! the
in the quad plan, is a recognition of the advantages of the small "boys of '20."
college over the large educational plants. Yet the great bulk Brother Adrian
of these smaller institutions, along with the equally-neglected Probably most of you gents have- The following are a few definin't noticed ft, but there is a decided
women's colleges, are forced to struggle along, leading a hand- improvement in the heating facili- tions written under the stress of exto-mouth existence, while a few major institutions grow rela- ties in the classrooms facing Olney aminations. Although a bit extraortively opulent.
Avenue. This improvement is due dinary, to say the least, they are
extremely amusing; and so:

V before 1500 making tentative plans
to make Rome the intellectual centre of the world; the rest may well be
conjectured. Pope Pius II, and Pope
Paul II, though not in favor of the
new learning, . did not condemn the
classical movement, and in years
later, as we know from history, Pope
Leo IX was the very soul of the
new movement.
You will remember that all these
things were going on during the life
of Thomas a Kempis. Though means
of communication in those days were
not of our time, nevertheless, the
J"ttl
t
S
A
1
Of
e monas ery
t.
gnes in
Zwolle in Holland, where most of
the Brethren were copyists, must
have from time to time gained a
f · 1
d ·d
h t
h
air Y goo 1 ea w a was appening in the Church and the w Id
Hence we find in "The Imitation,'?ral~
lusions to learning and the love of
!yarning to the detriment of virtue.
The author was not opposed to
learning, but a show of learning, for
he himself was a teacher, and a
t I
f b k
I f t ·
tts
showed that he had touched every
work worthwhile in his composition.
He began the work shortly after his
ordination in 1414, and in 1425 he
st arted a ra th er lengthy task, the
copying of the whole Bible into
Latin. He finished this undertak1·ng
in_ 1440, and in 1441 he completed
the four books of the "Imitation."
The original work is now in the
Royal Library at Brussels. It is a
small volume of 192 leaves of paper
intermixed at intervals with vellum
and written in the hand of Thomas a
Kempis. The autographt manuscript
has had a curious hiS ory. It lay
at St Agnes' until after the· destruction of the house. It was found there
b Y Jo h annes Latonas, the Visitor
(Continuec;i on page G)
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Regret is naturally occasioned by the fact that America's
larger institutions cannot secure all the financial backing they
could use to increase the salaries of faculty members or to erect
luxurious Gothic and Gregorian buildings. But the · plight of
America's scores of worthy but financially starving colleges,
particularly prevalent in the South and in certain portions of
the West, brings to the surface one of the most pressing needs
of modern American higher education.-The Daily Princetonian.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

N recent years much has been spoken and printed about the
- stupidity of the college man. His life has often been portrayed as easy-going and carefree. Although many of these
statements are erroneous and unreliable, still the college student
manifests particular deficiencies of which he is rightly and
justly accused. A few months ago an educational organization
peld a survey among some of the leading commercial establishments in the country. The object of the survey was to learn
how well or how poorly the college graduate was · succeeding
in his "field of endeavor and also to find out what specific ability
or characteristic would speed his progress in his task should
he possess it. As surprising as the results of this research were,
nevertheless, several important facts were brought to light.
The employers of the establishments did not state that their
workers needed more knowledge of accounting, commercial
law, etc., but they did almost unanimously say that their employers lacked the proper power of expression.
This is the most prominent and most inexcusable defect of
college men. It is most prominent because it is mostly exercised
and least excusable because it is mostly practiced. Good
speech is the password into educated society. No one can
recognize an educated person except through his speech.
Slovenly and incorrect lqnguage is equivalent to bad manners
and poor etiquette.

I

Wit_h these points in mind, college students should take an
. activ:e iriteres,t in ·any subject which will enhance their opp9rtun:.

..,,:. : ·-. .,. ., . ' . .4e1lif;i;;~

q};~p , . .,., -..

lo _ the untiring efforts of Brother
Adrian, the genial superintendent of
buildings. During the past summer,
Brother Adrian worked unstintingly
for th e physical comfort of the student body.
The installation of
weather stripping in the aforementioned classrooms is only one of the
results of this work.
·Debate
With the resumption of debating
activities, we note that the sophomores did honor to the College and
to themselves by their masterful
presentation against Johns Hopkins
University. Messrs. McCauley, Liederbach and Mianulli appear to _be
standard bearers to lead the way
for another successful debate season.
Champions!
Several orchids to Coach "Obie"
O'Brien for his success in coming
through with a High School championship for the boys !tom across
the campus. - Without disparaging
the work of the team, we have every
reason to believe that without the
tactful, genial guidance given by Mr.
O'Brien, the boys would n ot have
attained the heights.
Remember,
folks, it's the first championship for
La Salle High School in the Catholic League. Success in any department gives joy to all of us.
Keep · up the good work, Obie.
Medical School

Congratulations to Mr. Thomas
McTear, and another Tom, Mr. Loi!us, on their success in being admilted to Temple and University of
Pennsylvania medical schools, re speclively. We have yet to hear
from Messrs. Curson and Mandelbaum.
Jubilee Year
Remote preparations are under
way for the appropriate celebration
of the Diamond Jubile e of La Salle
in 1938. As far as the student body
is concern\c)d, the present Sophomore
C}ass, the grad\lates of 1938, will be
,t8 ~JeP:,ese:1t~\1ye ,

Bigamy is when a man tries to
serve two masters . . . . Magna Chara
ter said that the king had no right
to bring soldiers into a lady's house
and tell her to mind them. . . . The
three highest mountains in Scotland
are Ben Nevis, Ben Lomond and
Ben Jonson. . . . Tennyson wrote a
poem called Grave's Energy. . . .
The plural of spouse is spice. . . .
The law allowing only one wife is
called monotony. (Fordham Ram.)
A statistically minded gentleman
at Iowa State Teachers' College discovered what students there consider
th~ three· most wonderful words in
the world. No one answered the old
"] love you." Here are some of the
answers: "Eat, drink and sleep."
"Have some · candy."
"Dinner is
served."
"Enclosed find check."
"Want to dance?"
According to Pres ident Angell, of
Yale, an historical novel is like a
bustle--il is a fictitious tale based
on stern reality. (Villanovan.)
According to the B. U. News a
certain School of Law graduate who
had passed 'the bar had a pretty imporlant case in court. He got into
a heated debate with the judge,
only to be overruled. Deliberately
he turned his back to the bench and
majestically walked away.
"Are you trying, sir, to show your
. contempt for this court?" thundere d
the man on the bench.
"No, your honor," was the calm
reply, 'Tm trying to conceal it. "
When you
Started this
You thought it
Was a poem.
By this time
You probably see
That you ·
Were m\sta_k en .
Isn't it. funny
How people :. will c.ontinue
'• T_· · · '
i\i'e tliing, ·_' i '. -

,J!l

-~

rou--n
: a. .

,

,.,,, _,~

c:, ·,

Even when they know
They're being
Fooled.
(Fordham Ram.)
A methodical plan of study is absolutely essential for college work.
With 'this thought in mind, we offer
the following fool-proof, fire -proof,
and insurance-covered plan which
will enable college students to get
the most out of their course:
Get home at two-thirty a. m. from
a dance and promise yourself to g.et
up at six-thirty. . . Study history.
Get up a t eight-thirty a. m. _... grab
cup of coffee . . . make schoo l just
in lime to cut history. Decide to go
finish up breakfast in school cafeteria . . . linger over cigarette long
enough to miss next class. Decide
that you'll go up lo the library but
meet fellow and find . . . you just
have time to see latest show. Get
back at school in time to miss the
last class, and go over to the gym to
watch basketball practice. Go home
for supper ... remember you didn't
bring home any books . . . and go
over lo a friend's house to study.
Find friend is going to a dance . . .
decide to go with him . . . return
home at two-thirty a. m . . . . resolved to get up at six-thirty to
study law.
Weekly Definitions:A straw is something which you
drink something through two of them.
A door kn.ob is a thing a revolving door goes around without.
A fern is a plant that you are supposed to water once a day, .but if
you don't do· it, it Zl.ies; and if you
do, is dies anyway, only not so
soon.
Summer is a season that in winter you wish you could keep your
house as warm as.
Cream is something which dry
cereal doesn't taste as good without it, unless you use milk but you
haven't any. (Loyolan.)
He: Do you know the differenc.e
between -· a taxicab and a streetcar?
·

·
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Mon. , MarCh 9:
Important meeting
of the nCollegian" Staff in the
('Collegian" Office.
All members
m u st report.
2:45 P. M.
Special m ee ting of uLe
Francais," at 8 :00 P. M.

Cetcle

M ee ting of the
German Club.
Picture slides to
be shown , 7: 30 P. M.

Wed., March 11:

Debate.

Swarthmore

College

vs.

Page Three

French Society Doctor Wildman Italian Students
To Render Play Biology Seminar Formulate Class
Drama Written by Brewer To
Enthusiasts Greet
Guest Lecturer Numerous
Be Presented by "Le Cercle
Initial Meeting of Class; SalFrancais."

Education and Science Depts.
Hold Joint Meeting for First
At the last meeting of Le Cercle
Time in Six Years.

•

omone Appointed Instructor.

Having met a few times, the ItalFrancais, La Salle's French Club,
ian Class has , been progressing by
s everal important matters were deleaps and bounds . Many obstacles
Thu., March 12 : Meeting o f The
cided upon. Among these were the ADVISES STUDY OF NATURE for the proper functioning of the
Masque. Room 310. 8 : 00 P. M.
appointment of a committee to draft
class presented themselves in the
a constitution and by-laws for the
beginning. Ti.me and place for meetMon., March 16: D e bate , T emple
.
1·
Th.
·11
·11
Dr..
Edward
E.
Wildman,
director
orgamza ion.
1s comm1 ee w1
ings, an instruc_tor , and the selection
Universi ty. College Hall.
·
t
f
A
F
d
·
k
C
11·
of
Science
Education
on
the
Philaconsis o
.
re enc
arave 1,
of a grammar book were some of
.
h
1
p
1·
Th
M
S
·
delphia
Board
of
Public
Education,
omas , canthe difficulties experienced by this
Thu., March 19: D ebat e. Alumni .
N1c o as o 1carpo,
·
t
11
·
d
O
C
A
was
the
guest
speaker
at
the
BiolCollege Hall.
cacio o 1, an
scar
om .
regroup of La Salle students, who are
port from this committee will b e ogy Seminar, he ld Wednesday, Feb- determined to derive the cultural
ruary 25.
avm·1 a bl e for mem b ers soon.
benefits of the Italian language.
One of the most important resoThis was a joint seminar of the
th
lutions adopted at the meeting was Science and Education departments,
One by one, however,
ese difthat the members produce a play in the first of its kind to be held in ficulties were finally ironed ·out. An
nd
French this season. This matter was the six years since the founding of eighl o'clock class, on Tuesdays ath
discussed at length at the preyious this supplementary lecture series by Thursdays has been selected for
e
sessions; Mr. Salomone, a fellow stuassembly, but no definite action was Dr. Roland Holroyd. Since Dr. Wild- dent, has voluntarily' offered to contaken until this meeting. The society man is outstanding in both the field
This week, following our policy oj
agreed to this proposal, and the p lay of Biology and Education, he was duct th e class; J. L. Russo's "Elemen- giving the most popular colors of
selected is one written by Mr. James an ideal speaker for this occasion . tary Italian Grammar" was chosen business suits and all their correct
as the standard book for the entire
ac·cessories, we present the brown
Brewer, of the Sophomore Class, who
Having td ught for many years, class.
is prominent in the affairs of the even having had Dr. Holroyd as a
tweed.
organization.
It
was
decided
that
pupil,
Dr.
Wildman
gave
his
listenAlthough
everything
is
running
as
Removal From Lembecq-lez-Hal
This suit may be a dark, conthis play be given before the mem- ers some sage advice which he smoothly as could be expected, those servative brown or a light brown
At Request of His Holiness; bers of the club, and that French knew would be of practical value. who were respon s ible for the forma. 1·
f th
h 1 b ·
lion of this movement exhibited some with checks. It seems appropriate
Facilities Nearly Completed. orgamza
ions O O er sc 00 s e mHe advised them not to miss a
·1 d t
tt d th
d 1·
T
agitation at the erroneous idea that to state that black shoes should
vi e
o a en·
e pro ducthwn . rysingle Biology cours'e, to work dili- the present class is· a club.
never be worn with a brown suit,
h
Word was recently received in a ou ts W 1·11 ·b egm
soon, an
ose w O gently in the laboratory, and to
since they dull the entire effect of
According to the found e rs of the the outfit. Brown shoes, with either
communication from R e v e r end have the best command of the study the texts thoroughly, but with
French language and the best ex- all this, the training is not really class "it is to be remembered that perforated or plain toes, according
Brother Phillip, Assistant Superior
pression will be selected for the cas t complete unless it is supplemented a class is not a club. The Italian to your preference, are correct.
General of the Christian Brothers ,
In line with its object of bringing -with practical research and
Class will function just as any
The coat may be single or doublethat the Motherhouse of the lnsti- about a better understanding among lure study.
na- course given in the College. No
breasted and, if a light color is
tute will shortiy be removed from students of France, her language,
meetings are held, no discussions chosen, may have more pronounced
manners , and customs, the club -has
All st udents should know th e ani- will take place, and absolutelv_ no
Belgium to Rome. Here, in the very agreed to obtain numerous moving mas
1 an d Pan
1 ts, th e b.ir d s an d 1h e opinions will be fostered or main- pleats in the back. Double-breaste.d
shadow Of St. Pe ter's, the Christian pictures deal ing with_these subjects. trees that are about th e m ' a n d 1·1 tained. In short, the only thing new ves ts seem at present to run secBrothers have acquired extensive The films wi ll show many interesting th ey do not , ·· th en th ey really are that will ever occur is the assign- ond to the single-breasted type.
The trousers may be either plain
grounds on which they have ere_cted things about the French people, not getting th e. beS t out of life. It men! of new lessons . It_ is hoped
nd
buildings sufficiently ample to house French cities , etc. , and will sure ly isllah finhe bth ing tdo know nature a
that the situation is , now made or pleated and should be supported
by suspenders.
g ive all those present a worthwhile a
er a its an secrets, especially clear."
all the necessary facilities.
f h
when the common plants bloom and
picture o t e great country across when common bi'rds arri·ve· from the
As the co-founders of the class,
We now give you three proper
The spacious b ui ld ings are s ur- the Atlantic. The first of these mov- South. For e xample he stated that Messrs. Rainone an d S a 1omone, w h o shirt, tie, hosiery, and handkerchief
rounded b y near Iy ten acres o f b eau- ing pictures will be presented at the
are members of the Sophomore class, combinations.
F1'rst 1·s a shi·rt of
'ng.
the little humming bird arrives in
tiful land. From them the Superior next meetl
Ph'! d 1 h.
f
C 1 b.
, expressed delight at the number of broadcloth, with narrow brown and
d
h
b
,
h
•
·n
1
a,
e
p
ia
rom
o
um
1a
m
Edward Kardas has been Pllt l
General of the order, Brother Victor,
sou th A menca
·
M
11
s 1u ents w o su mittea t e1r names white stripes with attached collar, a
ay
' is every
·
In d icahve
·
Of wi d e- tie of plain green silk and a handsurrounded by ):lis official family of charge of the Music Committee . The year,
and that on
the robin
due for regiSlration.
function of the latter will be to pro- th
k b t
b bl b
spread interest, representahves from kerchief of the same color and ma- '
11
administer cure
·
· F ren? h little
1s wee
u w1 ofpro
y e a , every class m the Coll~ge may be terial, and socks of green .silk.
. ,, -twelve
,
. . . assi·sta I). ts , . will
.
a nu11[ b er o f p0pu 1ar
late , because
thea cold.
; ,,,t si· c:dfa1rs of , thet, entJre- order, some songs, and tbe1P mus · tb . be dis-. .
.· ·
.
.
found among the participants
Th
b.
•
• 1
,
~J hg,'t6ii~lk.~~r,e1j/ii.-::,d;!'!h'.'iir~~ l;r•":~ ,tr},};ti.:i_~ _
" ,Yt~~(~c:J"JS~,7~\•: . . i(;;J~,ft- • ,J)r'.-:J/_
_: ildmci_r1 GO.lil ~lu_de~_ck~_h,l§~,rJec~, .' ::...t;;;.......
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.·.. ,'poi'"
'El ,:, .. / , ' ·i- -" . ,,._: ~~ ,, ~- next5on: 11;c;it~o~; esp_e ';lQ,,~?;, i,;:a
1
~?7;.!( · . '. ' . ,. , ,, ., ..·,J ... :·, . , .
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. ,, ire world. . .
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.
hits, past and p'r esent, · will be ob- very interesting experienc.es . . By,1: is open to .a ll who desire , to acquire consists of a broadcloth shirt ' wH1i
From the ,time of its foundation, m tained.
taking pictures of the shadow of ,a_ fundamental knowledge of clas- narrow blue and white stripes, a '
-----William Penn's statue on City Hall sical !tali.an _which will be purely yellow tie, an:d a yellow silk handI679, the centr.al house of the Ina t noon, he found that it reached O .elemen tary with no_ basic knowledge kerchief.
siitute of the Brothers was always
point on Broad Street above Race of th e sub1ect required. In additwn,
Our last selection is really the
Street, in December, but that it did a st atement was _issued to th e· effect best looking and most appr_o priate
located in France, and was, until
th
th
t
not even get off the City Hall roof in
at _reg!S ration m
e class is Sl!ll of the three. It is composed of a
the time of the infamous · 1aws of
Tuly.
open to any member. of this institu- plain white broadcloth shirt, with a
Secularization in th~ t country, s itlion regardless of what. course he is Duke of Kent collar, a dark brown
Af ter t h e 1ecture, an· informal dis- pursuing.
uated in Paris . In 1904, it was
______
tie of s ome soft material wi!h white
On Wednesday, February 26, the cussion was conducted ·w ith Rev.
moved to its present site at Lem- members of the Junior Class ring Brother Felix presiding.
polka-dots. A handkerchief ·of the
sa:me color and material as the tie
becq-lez-Hal, a suburb of Brussels, committee, acting with the consent
with socks of beige with brown and
of the College President, announced
Belgium.
white clocks complete this . attire.
that
a
standard
ring
had
finally
At the specidl invitation and ea:rnAccompanying the brown suit, we
been chosen by the College. The
est solicitation of the Holy Father, selection culminated a long series
suggest a camel's hair · coat with a
full belt. The hat should be of dark
the Brothers decided to bring their :if efforts by the preceding classes
(Continued from page 1) ·
brown felt, accompanied by yellow
headquarters into the very center of to establish a standard ring at La
attendant on their failure. Last year pigskin gloves and a scarf, of either
Christian unity, and now the build- Salle.
the Junior class, then Sophomores, silk or wool,. with brown or ye!low
After much deliberation, the Philaings are practically ready for oc- delphia Badge Com pan y was
emerged victorious in the encoun- .as. the predominating color.
In
another
of
the
series
of
now
cupancy, in spite of the disturb- awarded a five year contract, being
According to fashion experts we
ter which took place on 20th. Street,
ances relative to the present war. selected over such representative greatly anticipated lectures, the s tu- just above the school entrance. No may expect a new fad this summer,
dents
of
the
College
were
privileged
From the ve;y beginning of the firms as: Bailey, Banks and Biddle, to hear Rev. Higgins at the regu lar doubt the same site will be again Crocod ile shoes will be worn by . the
Friedel, · Caldwell, Spies, Robbins,
younger set. These shoes are smart
chosen this year.
Institute, St. John Baptist de La Salle ,
and S. Kind . With the exception of Wednesday morning assembly. Conlooking and are bound to gain
Traditional among Juniors is the
its fo1mder, cherished an ardent 3pies aµd Robb ins, the compan ies tinuing w ith his extremely ertlightfavor. Another footwear innovation
tree-planting
ceremony
and
the
inening
and
educational
development
spirit of attachment and loyalty to Jre well established Philadelphia
will be the new monk front shoe
of religious topics , he addressed the stallation of the p laque bearing the
the Holy See, and to protest against lirms, well known for the quality of student body on the miracles per- class numerals. This ritual, a more which will have a plain toe with a
s ingle strap across the instep to rethe insidious· heresy of Jansenism their merchandise.
formed by Christ during his stay on solemn affair, will take place at the
The design submitted by Philaentrance to the school, with the men place the laces.
which was then rampant, he sent delphia Badge Company is an in- earth.
Popular at Princeton is the towel
Of these the foremost were the of '37 being present as their officers scarlidea to be worn on rainy days .
one Brother Gabriel to open a col- tricate affair showing the seal of
place the little bronze square, symlege at Rome . This foundation con- the school qnd the course pursued raising of the dead and the con- bolic of their reverence and e steem, These scarfs are of rough material
secration of bread and ,wine, the
tinued over two centuries and is on the right shank, while a figure of latter of which Father Higgins on one of the walls of the building. and are worn in the same · manner
an explorer and the motto of the
as a conventional scarf.
now one o f the leacjing educational school is presented on the left flank . spoke as the greatest of all miracles.
The inevitable climax to Junior
Style experts state the era of slopestablishments of the city. Now the On the crest of the ring is the stone In addition, he told of the Godly Week will be reached on the 17th
·fondest dream of the Founder is which is surrounded by the words powers vested in Christ, • the fore - of April at 10 o 'clock in the evening, py clothes featured a few years ago
casting of events, curing of the sick, when a gala Prom, under the by our college students has passed.
"La Salle College-1 93-."
about to be realized.
and the restoration of sight and hear- auspices of the class, will get under They say that of late there has been
The
ring
may
be
had
in,
either
The precious Archives containing
ing to those unfortunates who had way. Early indications point to a a tendency among college men to
priceless documents will be pre- military gold (green), or rose . gold been deprived of such blessings. ·
very fitting close to the ambitious be conservative and correct in their
served here, and provisions will be (yellow). The student also has a
dress, rather than startling.
Heaven was conceived as being program which will be undertaken
made to accommodate the chapters choice of about ten stones. The
In one of our Eastern colleges, a
on
the
three
days
.
of the Order to which delegates are price is very reasonable, being ' the abode of future life for those
recent poll among the male stusent from every province. Here also $17.50 for a ten pennyweight ring. who · avoided the ways of trans- . Although the preparations for all dents, particularly among those who
special co1.1rses are conducted, in Each additional pennyweight will gression, a p lace where all will be of the events have been carefully were acknow ledged to be the style
·
·
impassable and suffering unknown. completed, nevertheless, the Junior
which Brothers, specially selected cost $1'.50,
Students desirous of obtaining a The delights of heaven are un- Committee urges .the. other classes leaders on the campus, indicated
· for the purpose, receive particula:r
that the majority of the students
instructions in the government pe- ring should get in touch with either bounded, the only man-made things to give their loyc;il support to all the favored the return of garters and
proceedings
which
are
to
be
he
ld
.
there
being
the
marks
of
t-he
wounds
[oseph
Sciaretta
or
Oliver
J.
Mcculiar to the Institute. These courses
The third year class expects to pre- the resumption of hats as part of
cover a period of nine months , and Carron as ·soon as poss ible . This · on our Lord's body.
the student's attire. This might be
extended
to
members
of
the
offer
is
"Faith," Father Higgins said, "is sent one of the finest Junior Week taken as a sign that the student of
have proved to be of invaluable serprograms
held,
since
the
tradition
Senior,
Jun
ior,
and
Sophomore
believing without seeing; believvice in promoting the best interests
today is more interested in adhering
C lasses.
·
ing that God is actually present in was established at the College.
of the Institute.
to _ the conventional in dress, rather
the Blessed Sacrament."
From the many contacts _which
than. the spectacular.
The g reatest reward of faithful bethe Motherhouse maintains with its
LA SALLE HATS
lievers is the interminable sight of
•foundations in the ' various countries,
AU-COM-ON-INN
For
the beatific vision, the meeting of
it is enabled to gather educational
The Junior Class wishes to t.i.ke
Our Lord face to face in Heaven.
Special Luncheons
data covering the needs and reLA SALLE STUDENTS
this opportunity to express its sym~
quirements 9f the ,types of people it
These alone being ample recompathy to Mr. Anthony D e ChristoCorner Olney Ave.
DAVE BROOKS
pense for a devout and religious
serves, and thus forms
rich storepher, who recent!~ suffe~ed th e loss
_,, house- of in format ion of immense
Catholic life. With these impressive
56.52-54 Chew Street
of his father .
and Elkins Ave.
·statements, Father Higgins conclud,v:.al ue _.t o s,tude11ts ,or ed4cational his. ed , hi.s lecture ,
·-1:?P'· ',
. ,,
La

Salle.

C ollege

Hall.
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Brothers Move
House of Order
ToVatican City
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Junior Class Decides
on Standard Ring

Junior Week Events
Father Higgins T~lls Arranged by O'Hara
Of Holy Communion
As Miracle of Faith
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SEEN FROM THE CROW'S NEST
High School's games. I'll bet you
went to town when the girls frnm
the eighth grade were up to see the
grammar school tournament, eh
Motts?
A Tough Spot but Love Will Find a
Way
Stanziale says that he doesn't care
what you print about him but to
pleas e (said on bended knee) leave
his girl friend and the Mount out of
it. If her brother should take a
"Collegian" home and show it to
Pop-Pop will go the romance.

So Things Have Come to This
The "March of the Thirly-niners"
(who, by the way, never marched)
has changed to the "Dance of the
Few Who Know How." Now that
the freshmen have organized a
d=cing class, maybe they will give
better s u pport to the social functions.
I'll wager the boys play a ripping
game of "Post Ol!ice." Tony Waltrich can be the door keeper and no
fair peekin '.
Wartman may be a chiseler, but
he still hasn't acquired the polish
some of the boarders have.
"Pappy" Mulville thought that the
two dollars was the price of the
book.
We see that Rosemont Rambles by
our "Windy."

Strange Sights
Tom Minifri walking home from the
auto ride . Should have either stayed
dt Billie's or brought along skates .
Oscar Levy bringing hi's sis ter to
the basketball games.
"Ducker" Donahue and his "clam
shell" haircut.
Oliver McCarron in his indifferent
manner telling Miriam that he can' t
afford to give her any better breaks
than he does to the other girls. It
wouldn' t be fair to the others.
Vince Froip telling the boys what
a "Sweet Kid" Carolyn is. We wonder. We always thought "kid" referred to a species of an animal. I
suppose you know best.
Dominic Dougherty looking daggers at John Doyle for escorting

Where Will It End?
The following is a lis t of the carrymg-ons of some of the boys.
"Pappy" Mulville w ith lace edging
on his clothes; Rem O'Hara carrying
dishes at the Mount's Tea Dance;
Hugh Devine selling tickets for the
Assumption girls; a certain girl by
the name of "Kay" calling Morelli
"cutie"; Motts Kratchowill, that tall,
handsome center on the basketball
team , giving the high school girls
a break by sitting with them and
s haring his candy with them at the

Leonore to the Mount's Tea Dance.
Al Crawford getting the package
at a dance , two weeks ago, and Al
is not a shipping clerk.
Charley McCaffrey raving about
Virginia until he found out she was
one of Joe Kelley 's harem.
Professor Mitchell Kudzin telling
the boys about the gals he te aches
in class. If the class could have
seen Kudzin and his partner, Gregorski, in arguments at the Passyunk
Square Football Banquet they might
have been surprised.
Greg says
that music wasn't the only thing
that went "down and around."
The Little Darlings
So the fre s hman class, in order to
keep the freshmen apace with the
news of the time, has decided to
publis h its own paper.
It will
either have to be written in baby
language or contain all pictures in
order for them lo understand it.
Whoops-I'm Out For a Good Time
Players: Fritz Brennan, Joe, the
Bartender.
Scene: Au-Com-On-Inn.
Story: Fritz- "Let me .have a. glass
of Ale."
Joe- "Ortleib's Ale?"
Fritz (embarrassed )-"No. Ginger
Ale."
.
(Continued on page 6)
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FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE
THERE'S AN OLD
COLLEGE SAYING
that it's a great life if
you don't weaken! The
demands on time and
strength are endless.
Digestive upsets are
a frequent result! So
smoke ~
Camels
for-......,.
the
·
akeofgooddigestion.

..........

·:::::rr

==-

smoke Camels

Smoking Camel Cigarettes Aids in Assuring
Natural Digestive Action
"Hurry-hurry-hurry" seems to be
the order of the day. People get
caught in the lockstep of modern
life. Tension finds the weak spot,
so often-digestion. Smoking

late digestive action. They promote
the feeling of well-being and good
cheer so necessary to the proper assimilation of food.
In a word, .Camels set you right!
........,::ww;~:~:'~:{: .~';:;_:./.•-.: ::,::_;:,,;/:::~'.,-- --- cameisTI!lprovesi.igesticn-;--;-;--w~r~s- - Aud,--i•• smckin5 Camd-s-fa~--diges.---"
·
off the consequences of hurried,
··
tion's sake, you may enter a whole
nervous living. Camels gently stimunew world of smoking pleasure.

MAIL GOES THROUGH!
It's often a struggle for F. B.
Fowler on Star Route No.
1392, Maine. "It's eat-andrun with me," he says, "but
I always top off with Camels.
Camels are good for digestion -help along the
natural processes - and cer~ainly have a great flavor!"

THE FAMOUS GOLD COAST DINING
ROOM (above) at the Drake Hotel in
Chicago. Here the fragrant, delicate smoke
of Camels rises while Erik, famous maitre
d'hotel, watches alertly over all to see that

no wish goes unsatisfied. "So many of our
guests smoke Camels," Erik says, " for they
have found that choice tobaccos add to the
pleasure of the meal. Camels are tremen•
dously popular - a leading favorite here."

Camel Caravan with
Walter O'Keefe, D eane
Janis, Ted Husing, Gle n
Gray and the Casa Loma
Orchestra
Tuesday and Thursday 9p.m.E.S.T.,8p.m.C.S.T.,
9:30 p. m. M. S. T;, 8:30
p.m.P.S.T .-overWABCColumbia Network.

HARD HITTER. Jane Sharp,
tennis champion, plays a
smashing game that carries
her to the limits of exhaus
tion-often makes digestion
a real problem. "Smoking
Camels," she says, "makes
food taste better-helps me
to digest my meal. And
Camels taste grand!"
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Strong Catholic U. Five Gives
Explorers Twelfth Setback;'
Final Score, 45 to 37.

Initial ·Meeting Held
For New Trackmen

Blue and Gold. Lead Until Last
Minute; St. Thomas Stages
Rally to Take Decision.

Upset Assures Title
A play-off game between La Salle
and Northeast Catholic seemed certain until last week, when the hard
fighting Salesianum High quintet defeated the Kensington team in the
biggest league upset of the season.
By beating St. John's, La Salle thus
clinched the league championship.
The final standing of the teams
has La Salle first with thirteen w ins
and one Joss, Northeast Catholic
second with twelve victories. against
two losses, South Catholic · third,
Sa!esianum fourth, Roman Catholic
fifth, St. John's sixth, West Catholic
seventh, and St. Joseph's Prep
eighth.
Lead Entire Season

On Monday, March 2, a very importa nt meeting was held for all
This and .That
track and field candidates. Coach
Coach O'Brien has issued · the call Obie O'Brien intends to be very
for his trackmen to report in the serious this year in regards to daily ·
gymnasium to start their initial practice and the condition of the
indoor workouts.
He has many men. All men will have to ecirn
holdovers from last year, including their p laces this year with hard
Captain Felix Kadlubosky and Vince work rather than repeat last year's
Parris , star performers. We hear practice of men reporting when they
from reliable sources that Tom Neary cared to and doing what they
will not report for the team this wanted.
season. He will be greatly missed.
The same plan as last year will
There are also many promising new- be followed in regard to earning letcomers who should develop into ters, i.' e. (I) in an open meet one
good runners. The only thing that point scored entitles a contestant to
Considering that this is only La
is bothering O'Bie now is whether a letter; (2) in dual meets .three Salle's second year since they rehe can .hire a snow-plow to clear points for each meet times the .num- entered the Catholic League, they
the snow from the outdoor track ' by ber of meets.
have accomplished the unbelievth e tl·m e the f1'rst meet rolls around ·
Graduation left the running events able. Last y·ear, the Little ExplorVince Parris says that · he will dig wide open, and the team wds also ers didn't quite win the championthe jumping-pit out but he refuses hit hard in the field events. How- ship, but they certainly did give all
·t o_c I ear th e w h O I e track ·
ever, we will have a fair team this the veteran teams a run for their
· JI o, year, since our Freshman class money. However, this season, with
W e h ear t h at Fran k C apple
star center of last year's eleven, is has such talent as. Phil Keeley, a a year's experience, they jumped
going to apply for the position of miler from North Catholic; Duilio right into the lead at the beginning
coach at C orne II U . W e wis h you Baltodano, the sensation of the Prep· and came o ut with the crown.
luck, Cappie, but we are afraid that last year; J_ Gallagher and Mike
This championship team has gone
you are not gloomy enough for that Adamaki, milers; Bill Meredith, a to such great heights mainly behonorable institution.
quarter-miler from Holy Spirit High cause of the sharp-shooting, fast
The football men haven't much School; Joe Devine, a West Catholic passing, and excellent guarding of
"longer to rest. The spring training hurdler; Sid Greenspan, broad jump- the following men: Jim McTear, Jack
period will start w ithin the next er from Overbrook; Al Manno, who McLaughlin, Ed Krupa, Sonny Mor·1wo weeks, and then all the rusty holds the pole vaulting record on ros, Tom Carroll, Bill O'Toole, and
joints will start to groan and ache. the Main Line; Leo Powers, a crack Joe Rodgers.
Practically the entire' line will be quarter-miler, and George Somers,
The mos t credit for t_his very commcissing a ue•- \o grad1,1ation, but the weight mctn.
,
mendable accomplishment shou_ld go
),.a~kfield.,Wst!Lb.e almostiptc;rct, Mitch
The .veter.a ns who will be with the., to Coach Obie O'Brien . In the short
'· p"~i-n
· '' 1t,0:r,r1 :t,j:\rrilri , be.iog ,,the , )'earn .this ,::ear v;:ill in,clude:
1fIT:le octha\ he has been 9onnected
' ',,,
' ..
'
~l'i;iup ,i>Ji':; :F\:1rris,•.:.Jq1l ,,:bevy, ;_ Nea
. . . J,iJle Hj;g-h, he J 1a;,,iprodl:\cef1
'
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Hoerst Leads Quint
In Points With 104
The La Salle · College basketball
team closed its season on February 26 with the following basketeers
out in front, as far as scoring is
concerned. Frank Hoers! led the
Tanseermen with the highest score
of 104 points. Second place was
held jointly by Phil Kear and Matt
Kratchowill, who had 94 points
·each. Bob Longsdorf! held third
place on the high scorers' list with
47 points and was 'followed by Tom
Conaty who chalked up 30 points .
Hoers! completed twenty fouls out
of , a possible forty-one.
High School Flash
Frank Hoers!, who played for three
years on the Northeast Catholic High
School basketball team, was one of
the most outstanding players at La
Sall e this season. He was an exc_e llent floor player, always limiting
his men to a very few points. He
could always be counted on to come
through with a basket when it was
most needed, the most memorable
of these occasions being the Catholic
University game, when his shot from
the middle of the floor in the last
minute won the game for the Explorers. Matt Kratchowill and Phil
Kear, who jointly held second scoring honors , were both star players
in their high school days.
The
former attended La S.a lle High,
where he played for three years, and
the latter played for three years at
Southern High, his Alma Mat.er.
M1,1ch credit is dqe Coach Len Tanseer I.or hiiJ ability to shape up such·
a ,squad· k o'm ,,.practfcallj ,all
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Cardinal Quintet l,_____
Tu_To_R_ _I Tommies Def eat
Drops Explorers
La Salle Quintet
At Washington
In·Final Minute

J
ti

CHARLES J. TOMASCO

Well, here I am back again. The
debris has all been swept out, that
is, all except Vince Froio, and the
"Collegian" office is in full swing
once more. Let's go, Bucephalus.
(Bucephalus is my tripewriter).
Before I embroil myself Jet me inform the Cro'w that it would be a
source of great pleasure to me if he
could find himself a better perch
than my nose . . As repetition is a
sign of mediocrity, I suggest to the
Crow a little more of originality and
spontaneity. ·
During Joe Sciaretta's recent illness, I chanced to stop in for a
visit. Stepping quietly up to his bed
(it's a lower berth), I asked him how
he felt. With an indifferent air he
·softly replied, "Cosi, Cosa." Doesn't
he say the sweetest things.

This ought to interest some of our
fellows: St. Luke's nurses' basketball team would like to arrange
games at their home floor for Tuesday night. . Now if some of you
men are willing to oblige, - - According to the best usages of
etiquette as enumerated by Emily
Post, Rem O'Hara, · our swashbuckling "Sophomore" fullback, was observed quaffing a cup of tea at the
recent Tea Dance given by the
Mount. When football players start
attending tea dances it's time for
Big Feet Flynn to join the Ballet
Russe.
Someone told me that Farley, the
huge s ix-foot-six and 220-pound
tackle, who formerly played here at
La Salle, has an ambition to succeed the Bundy Typewriter man· at
Tenth and Chestnut Streets. Farley
says he feels qualified to take the
job, and I don't doubt it.
It is reported that Mitch Kudzin,
steHar right halfback on our eleven,
is having his own little problems
these days. He was assigned to
one of the city high schools to take
over a history 9Jass for his cri:,dits
in practice teaching. It seems that
Kudzin met up with a student whci
constantly harassed him with difficult questions. Recently this pupil
got up to ask a question, and
Kudzin, sensing trouble, assumed a
stern look, and as soon as the boy
finished his question Kudzin bellowed, "So what?" Kudzin now has
the class under control.
Connie Mack had better watch
himself in his old age, or he's liable
to forget himself and wind up waving his famous score-card from the
Red Sox dugout this season.
The phrase that has grown to be
a perennial favorite, "Watch those
Phillies next year."
While the Philadelphia Ramblers
continued to run roughshod over
their league opponents in the minor
hockey circuit before huge crowds,
Ed Gottlieb is bemoaning the fact
that Philadelphia has not awakened
to the realizdtion of its wonderful
professional. basketball team, the,
$j:::,has.. 'Evide,ntly thy Sphm; · di:in't
.'.' c.u,t .• m 1c1.cn d ee·.:: ·qs,, far,' :os 1Phila\'lek

\i,bia ;. sp_
O}t{!fah.Et1are:/ . ..
. . . h;ot\:i{s)kiddingJ.1..0:9
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Footlights and The Crow·, s Nest
from page 4)
Headlights Frank(Continued
Hoers!, the boy who has
(Continued from page 2)
General of Windeschein, and taken
by him to Antwerp. It passed from
him to Jean Bellere, a famous printer
of Antwerp who died in 1595. Bellere, however, ;in 1590 gave the
volume to the House of the Society
of Jesus in Antwerp and on the suppression of that society in 1773, it
was transferred to the Burgundian
Library at Brussels.
From what we know of the life
of Thomas a Kempis, we perceive
h im to be filled with the spirit of
charily and that is the spirit of the
"Imitation"; so that , although .the
book appears to be ascetic, it possesses in general that true catholicity which appeals lo all whatever
may be the religion one professes .
Dr. Samuel Johnson said that it is
one of the world's bes t books, for the
world opened its a rms to receive
it; he himself was s truck with one of
the sentences contained in it. "Be
not angry that you cannot make
others as you wish them lo be, since
you cannot make yourself as you
wish to be."
Matthew Arnold states, "After the
New Testament, it is the most exquisite document of all that this
Christian spirit has ever inspired.
These are moral precepts and pre. cepls of the best kind . As rules to
hold possession of our ·conduct, and
to keep us in the right course
through inward troubles and inward perplexity, they are equal lo
the best ever furnished by the great
masters of morals . . . Epictetus or
Marcus Aurelius."

been giving his basketball comps
to the girls , says that from now on
everything will "Flo" his way.
John McBride surely is behaving
well in his old age. Is it Senior
dignity, lack of funds, or are you
hen-pecked?
We don't know whether Tom Minifri is just plain punch-drunk or
whether he is in love again. Since
the Tea Dance (from which he had
to walk home) he has been walking
around with · that glassy stare in his
eyes.
John R. Gallagher, the fres hman ,
thought he was hot stuff because he

Meet your fr iends
at

Doyle's Cafe
6108 Germ a nto wn Ave .
P hila d el p h ia
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brought a fe mme to the West Chesler Teachers' game. Of course, we
a dmit he was lucky to get a girl
to go with him even though she did
root for the other team. We are
told that Mary has a crush on one
of the West Chester players. Could
that b e the reason she went?
The .big-shot po litical boss, Frank
Barrett, handing out committee jobs
lo those who would vote for him in
the Freshman elections. Was his
face red when he didn't win the
e lection-not even second.
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ADD SUDDAY, TOO
Bargain rates are in effect

DAVIS BUICK COMPANY
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every night after SEVEN
and ANY TIME on Sunday.
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A. J. MEIER
DIIUGS

*Breyers
Every spoonful of
ICE CREAM
must be made of real
cream •. real sugar ..
rea l fruits or other
pure, natural flavoring
and nothing else.
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